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Abstract

This paper applies concepts from transaction processing to workows, thus enabling workows to
exhibit relaxed transactional behaviour. A general model for transactional workows is presented.
We dene correctness of transactional workows in terms of the model, and use the model to nd
schedules such that the execution of a transactional workow is guaranteed to terminate in one of its
acceptable termination (commit or abort) states.
We allow a transactional workow to consist of a number of tasks composed by the constructs
ordering, contingency, alternative, conditional and iteration. In addition, we show how the model can
be used to support proper nesting of transactional workows to reduce the diculty of scheduling
algorithms and to provide for structured and modular TWF specication.
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1 Introduction
With current advances in inter-operability between dierent hardware and operating systems Dou92,
SHM94], many (distributed) applications are now taking advantage of this technology by accessing data
and executing processes in a heterogeneous distributed environment. These data sources may be database
management systems (DBMSs), les systems or spreadsheets, etc. The processes may be legacy applications or services executed on some machine in the distributed environment. A process may even be a
human oriented activity. Many organisations, especially in telecommunications, take advantage of interoperability for the integration of their existing (legacy) systems. Two major problems associated with
inter-operatability are: the management of failures (node and communication failures), and management
of concurrent executions.
The concept of transactions BHG87, GR93, LMWF93], which originated from research in centralised
databases, is designed to deal precisely with these problems but for a restricted environment. Transactions provide the well-known ACID (atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability) properties. That is, a
transaction either executes in its entirety or not at all, it takes the state of the system/database from one
consistent state to another, the execution is not aected by other concurrently executing transactions,
and if the transaction commits, its eects are permanent (durable). These properties are managed by a
transaction processing system.
The work reported in this paper has been funded in part by the Cooperative Research Centres Program through the
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet of the Commonwealth Government of Australia.
y Work done while the author was at the CRC for Distributed Systems Technology
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In a distributed environment, the role of the transaction processing monitor is to manage the execution
of distributed transactions. There are a number of protocols for distributed transactions. The most well
known protocol is the two-phase commit protocol (2PC) BHG87, GR93]. The transaction processing
monitor co-ordinates the commit of a distributed transaction by preparing each sub-transaction of the
distributed transaction. If any of the prepares fail, the sub-transactions are aborted otherwise, they are
committed. If one of the databases does not support the 2PC protocol, distributed transactions can still
be supported by preparing those sub-transaction that are executing on databases that support 2PC. The
transaction processing monitor then requests that the sub-transaction that is executing on the database
that does not support 2PC to commit. If the commit fails, the other transactions are aborted otherwise
they are committed. However, if there is more than one database that does not support 2PC, then it is
impossible to support distributed transactions.
Another protocol is the optimistic commit protocol LKS91], however it requires that each subtransaction be compensatable { the sub-transaction can be semantically/logically undone after the subtransaction has committed. The transaction manager simply commits each sub-transaction and if any of
them aborts, the transaction manager then aborts those sub-transactions that have already committed
by executing their compensation.
Another property that a transaction manager exploits to support distributed transactions is forcibility.
Transactions may be forcible. That is, the underlying system can guarantee that the transactions will
eventually commit even if failures occur. For example, a deposit into a bank account that does not
have an upper limit is forcible. It is straightforward to support (distributed) transactions if all of the
sub-transactions are forcible.
Each of the approaches described above requires that the sub-transactions conform to their specic set
of criteria when in fact distributed transactions that are composed of a mixture of sub-transactions that
are compensatable, forcible, and support 2PC, can be supported. The transaction processing manager
needs to execute those sub-transactions that are compensatable rst, then co-ordinate the execution of
those sub-transactions that support 2PC and then execute the forcible sub-transactions. Our research in
transactional workow generalises these methods of supporting transactions in a distributed environment.
It also relaxes failure atomicity (all commit or all abort) of transactions. In this paper, we do not deal
with the issues of execution atomicity (management of concurrent executions). This is beyond the scope
of this paper but is part of current research.
Transactional workows provide a mechanism for an application programmer to write applications
without the need to deal explicitly with failures. Unlike transactions, transactional workows allow the
application to dene the level of failure atomicity required by the application and there is no requirement
that each resource supports the 2PC protocol. A transactional workow (TWF), which may be long-lived,
consists of a number of tasks composed by ordering, contingency, alternative, conditional and iteration
constructs. The tasks may be a traditional transaction, a service, human oriented activity or another
TWF. A TWF relaxes failure atomicity of transactions by allowing the specication of which tasks are
non-critical and which tasks do not require undo.
A TWF commits if and only if all the critical tasks commit, and all the non-critical tasks either
commit or abort. Similarly, a TWF aborts if and only if all of the tasks that require undo are in their
initial or abort states and tasks that do not require undo are in their initial, abort or commit states. A
TWF system manages failures such that a workow application programmer does not need to deal with
them in an ad-hoc manner. In summary, a TWF system would be a more general and exible approach
to the issues addressed by transaction processing monitors GR93].
To provide a TWF system with the ability to reason and correctly execute a TWF, we need a model.
This gives us two levels the specication level which an application programmer uses to specify the TWF
and a model level to which the specication can be mapped and which the TWF system can use to reason
about the TWF and to derive a schedule such that the TWF is guaranteed to either commit or abort. A
model should be as simple as possible, but able to represent all the constructs that a TWF application
programmer would expect of a TWF system.
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One of the contributions of this paper is a mechanism to support the nesting of TWFs { a TWF
may be a task in another TWF. For large TWFs there will be many tasks, so reasoning about them
to determine correctness and generate schedules may be computationally expensive. Using nesting,
determining correctness of, and schedules for, the larger TWF only requires examining the (derived) task
properties of any nested TWFs instead of examining the whole TWF.
Recently, transaction processing monitors such as Tuxedo Lab91] and Encina Tra92] have enjoyed
a rise in popularity and are becoming more widely used. However, most applications only use them as
middleware { to communicate with the resources in a homogeneous environment by providing gateways
to the resources, for load balancing and for location independence { but not for transaction processing.
This is due to the requirement that each resource in the distributed environment needs to support
the 2PC protocol and due to the poor performance of the 2PC protocol. There are also a number
of commercial multidatabase management systems (MDBMSs) such as Digital's DBI Dig94]. Their
approach to supporting (distributed) transactions requires that all but one of the DBMSs support 2PC.
If this condition is not satised, then transactions are not supported and users are advised not to perform
any updates since inconsistencies may arise. At the other end of the spectrum, there are commercial
workow systems such as LinkWorks Lin93] and FlowMark LR95]. They, however, do not provide any
transactional behaviour { that is, they do not manage failures or concurrent executions { and are biased
towards workows of human oriented tasks { creating, updating and passing documents around. These
products often use email to pass the objects around an organisation.
Other related work is on advanced transaction models (ATMs). A number of ATMs are presented
in Elm92]. These models require that each resource supports 2PC or each transaction is compensatable.
The ATM are designed for specic application domains, and are consequently inexible. There has been
some work on transactional workows RKT+ 95, RS94]. They support only a subset of the constructs
in our transactional workow specication model. Furthermore, they do not support nesting and they
concentrate more on supporting a workow of transactions instead of providing relaxed transactional
behaviour to workows. The aims in YW93] and AAE+ 95] are similar to our aims for workows.
However, we present a formal model for transactional workows, dene correctness for failure atomicity,
provide a richer set of constructs and allow nesting. Furthermore, our model models the commit protocol
of tasks and do not assume that all tasks are compensatable.
In summary, our research focuses on using the properties of the tasks to generate a schedule such
that we can guarantee that the TWF either commits or aborts. This approach is more general than
the approach taken in RKT+95], ATMs, and transactions since we do not require that each task is
compensatable or supports 2PC. In addition, we allow the relaxation of failure atomicity.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we give a motivating example which
highlights the uses of a TWF system. In section 3, we give a detailed description of TWFs and tasks,
then in section 4 we present the model. In section 5, we show how the model represents the constructs,
such as contingency, that are in the specication level. A conclusion and suggestions for future work are
given in section 6.

2 Example
In this section we introduce a motivating example to illustrate the various features of TWFs (and its
associated model). The example is that of a software installation/upgrade process across a distributed
network.

Problem Description

The following is a brief outline of the problem parameters:
A distributed set of client/server machines running V1 (version 1) client and V1 server software.
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Both client and server software needs to be upgraded to V2 (version 2).
V2 servers can support both V1 and V2 clients.
V2 clients can only talk to V2 servers.
Both V1 and V2 servers can be running simultaneously in the network, but only on dierent nodes.
The V1 server cannot be running during the installation of the V2 server.
The TWF specication involves performing some system-wide conguration, then upgrading each of
the nodes in the network. This is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that the two task nodes in this transactional
workow are in fact transactional workows themselves. The double box indicates that this task does
not require undoing should the transactional workow abort. The single box indicates a task that is both
critical and must be undone on failure, while an oval node represents a decision node.
Figure 2 shows the sub-transactional workow Perform Conguration and provides an example of a
contingency plan. If we fail to get the old conguration information(i.e., that pertaining to the installation
of the V1 server), then we must attempt to get a new set of conguration information (presumably by
querying the user).
Perform
Configuration

More
Nodes ?

Upgrade
Node

Figure 1: Perform entire upgrade
Get
Old
Config

Get
New
Config

Figure 2: Get conguration information
Figure 3 shows the specication for Upgrade Node. The dotted box indicates that the task is noncritical. That is, the transactional workow should not abort if the task fails. Also, if the server is
upgraded but the client upgrade fails, we do not need to undo the upgrade to the server.
Finally, Figure 4 shows how to upgrade the server on a node. The split boxes indicate a task (top) and
its compensation (bottom). If the last task (Test Server) fails, then the transactional workow must be
4

Upgrade
Server

Upgrade
Client

Email
Users

Figure 3: Upgrade a node
aborted (backward recovery). This involves compensating or rolling back each task that requires undoing.
In this case, the server will be stopped, the new version (V2) de-installed (putting the V1 server back in
place), then the server (now V1) started again.
Stop
Server

Backup
Server

Check
Disk space

Start

Install

Start

Server

Server

De-install

Server

Test
Server

Stop
Server

Figure 4: Upgrade the server

3 Transactional Workows
In this section, we describe transactional workows, their properties and how they are composed from
tasks.

3.1 Tasks

A task can be a function, an application, a service or an activity carried out by some process. The process
may even be an human oriented activity. The TWF system does not deal with the actual semantics
of the tasks but manages the order of execution of the various stages of the task in a TWF. The
system assumes that the application programmer has implemented the TWF according to a meaningful
conceptual specication.
Associated with each task is a nite state machine consisting of a set of visible states and a set of
labelled transitions between these states. All tasks have an initial state, a set of commit states, and a
set of abort states. The initial state represents the state of a task before it is invoked. If a task has
been successfully executed then the task will be in one of its commit states while if the task failed in its
execution, then the task will be in one of its abort states. Most tasks will have one commit state and
one abort state. The reason why we have multiple commit and abort states is to enable us to model
contingency and alternatives easily (see Section 5.2).
Each task essentially has two properties which aect the schedules of a TWF. They are compensatability and forcibility. A task is forcible if the underlying system can guarantee that the task will succeed.
Also, a transition in a task may be forcible. For example, if a DBMS supports 2PC, then the transition
from the prepared state to the commit state is forcible. However, the transition to the transaction's prepare state is not forcible since the DBMS may abort the transaction. In summary, a task or a transition
(between states of a task) is forcible if the TWF system or the underlying system can guarantee that, in
the presence of failures, the task or a transition of the task will eventually succeed.
5

The other property is compensatability. If a task can be logically undone after it has successfully
executed (committed) then we say that the task is compensatable. The TWF system does not deal with
the actual semantics of the compensation. It is up to the application programmer to dene a task's
compensation such that the task is undone meaningfully according to a specication. The TWF system
views a task which has been undone via its compensation as an aborted task even though there may be
some side eects. The example in section 2 shows an example of a compensation. The task de-install is
the compensation of the task install.
A task's compensation can be dened as part of the task so the task is undone through the same
compensation action independent of which TWF executed the task. However, for some applications
(TWFs), this approach is too restrictive since TWFs may have dierent requirements and therefore need
to dene a task's compensation specically in the context of the TWF. We, therefore, also allow a task's
compensations to be dened within a TWF. This compensation is then executed if the task requires
compensation even if a compensation is also dened as part of the task. In RKT+ 95], each activity
(task) must have a compensation dened and it must be dened within the activity. Thus, the tasks
described in this paper are more exible and general.

3.2 Composing Tasks to form Transactional Workows

A transactional workow is composed of an arbitrary number of tasks using a number of constructs. We
have identied a collection of constructs which one would expect from such a TWF system. These are
ordering, contingency, alternative, conditional and iteration. In the future, if we discover other useful
constructs, then we shall extend our work to include them.

Ordering A basic requirement of a TWF specication is the specication of the order in which the

tasks may be executed. A TWF can be represented as an acyclic graph in which each node corresponds
to a task, and an edge represents an ordering constraint. Each task has a set of visible states. Every
edge between a pair of nodes (tasks) tk and tk in a TWF graph is labelled with two states vs and vs .
The state vs (respectively, vs ) must be one of the visible states of the task tk (respectively, tk ). The
edge species that it is illegal, in this TWF, for the task tk to be in any state after1 vs until the task
tk is in state vs or some state after vs . Typically, an edge species that a task may not start until some
other task has committed.
0

0

0

0

0

0

Contingency The execution of a task in a TWF may fail. A contingency plan is composed of two tasks.

It allows the specication of a contingency task for the main task. The TWF system will execute the
contingency task if the main task aborts. During the execution of a TWF, if a task fails in its execution,
the TWF can still make forward progress (commit) if the contingency task can be successfully executed.
An example usage of a contingency is shown in Figure 2 where the task fails to get the old conguration
information and the contingency is to get the information from the user. Another example is making
airline reservations. If we fail to reserve a seat on QANTAS then the contingency task may be to reserve
a seat on British Airways.

Alternative An alternative is composed of an arbitrary number of tasks. It species a number of
alternatives to achieving a goal. The TWF system has the freedom to choose the task to execute in the
alternative such that the TWF is guaranteed to terminate in one of its acceptable termination states.
The choice may depend on the properties of the task. Unlike a contingency plan, there is no constraint
that a task must abort before another task can commit.

1 Each task is described by a set of visible states and transitions and they form a directed acyclic graph (a partial order).
Thus, after is well dened.
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Conditional Conditionals (if statements) are also supported by our TWF model. They are composed

of a condition and two tasks. It is only during execution the TWF system will be able to determine
which of the two tasks is executed. The condition is based on the some data in the distributed system {
for example, if the balance of an account is greater than a certain amount then invoke a particular task
otherwise some other task.
Conditionals are not supported in advanced transaction models such as DOM MHG+ 92] and related
research in transactional workows RKT+ 95, RS94].

Iteration An iteration contains a condition and a subtask as shown in gure 5. While the condition

is true, the subtask is repeatedly invoked. In section 5, we show how to encapsulate the iteration { the
condition and the subtask { as a single task. In this manner we are able to support iterations while still
requiring that the TWF graph is acyclic.
We say that this task commits if all the invocations of the subtask commit. This condition can be
relaxed by encapsulating the subtask in a contingency plan. With the appropriate use of counters and
conditions, we can eectively relax this constraint to produce an iteration where the subtask commits
exactly m times after n invocations. A typical usage of this is when the application requires that a task
commits once but the specication only allows it to try a xed maximum number of times.

Task

Condition

Task

Tasks

Loop Task

Figure 5: Iteration

3.3 Relaxing Failure Atomicity

By allowing an application programmer to specify the non-critical tasks and tasks that do not require
undo in a TWF, failure atomicity is relaxed. We represent, in our model, non-critical tasks and tasks that
do not require undoing using the constructs described earlier. A task, tk , that is not critical in a TWF is
represented by a contingency plan with a null task2 as its contingency task. Thus, if the task tk aborts
then its contingency task is executed. The null task will always commit, therefore, the contingency plan
will commit even if the task tk aborts. A task in a TWF that does not require to be undone even if the
TWF aborts is represented as a task with a null compensation. Thus, we can dene, in our model, that
a TWF commits if all the tasks in the TWF are in one of their commit states, and aborts if the tasks
are either in their initial state or in one of their abort states. This keeps our model simple without losing
expressibility.
The example shown in section 2 for upgrading a node (Figure 3) gives an example of critical tasks
and tasks that do not require undo. In the example, it is not critical to successfully send email to users
2

The null task is a task which has no eect and will always commit when executed (is forcible).
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for the TWF to commit, and it is not necessary to undo the server upgrade if the TWF for upgrading a
node aborts.

4 The Model
In this section, we present the model.

4.1 Tasks

The model represents a task as a non-deterministic nite state machine with an arbitrary number of
states. Each task has an initial state, a set of intermediate, commit and abort states, a set of labelled
state transitions and a name. A formal description of a task is given in gure 6. The initial state
represents the state of the task before it is executed. The commit (respectively, abort) states represent
the task as successfully (respectively, unsuccessfully) executed. A transition is composed of an old state,
an action (label) and a new state. The old and new states must be states of the task. Also, there must
be at least one transition from the initial state, a transition to each commit state, and a transition to
each abort state. Finally, the states and transitions of a task form a directed acyclic graph (a partial
order).
task name t
task state t
action t

:

:

:

string 
string 

string 

transition t = record
old state : task state t
action : action t 
new state : task state t 

end



task t = record
name : task name t 
initial : task state t 
intermediate : set of task state t 
commit : set of task state t 
abort : set of task state t 
transitions : set of transition t 

end



Figure 6: Tasks
In our model, a task may have multiple commit states. That is, there are a set of states of a task
that represent that the task has been successfully executed (committed). A task may also have multiple
intermediate and abort states. These are required to model contingencies and alternatives. This is more
general than the model presented in RS94] since they only allow a task to have one commit state, one
abort state and at most two intermediate states.
Forcibility, between states of a task, is derived from the transitions. A task's behaviour is not always
deterministic. For example, when the task shown in gure 7 is in its initial state and the action execute
8

is issued, the state after the action is either the ready state or the abort state. However, when the task
is in its prepared state and the action commit is requested, then the transition is deterministic. We say
that a task is forcible from a state s to a set of states S if it is possible to manage the execution of the
task from state s to one of the states in S even if some of the transitions are non-deterministic. If a task
is forcible from its initial state to one of its commit states, then we say the task is forcible.
A task is compensatable if a task has a transition from each of its commit states to one of its abort
states. However, if there are only transitions to abort states from a subset of the commit states, then
the task is only compensatable from this subset. It is a requirement that a task's compensation must be
forcible { that is, if a system failure occurs during the execution of the compensation, then the underlying
system will continuously re-execute the compensation until the compensation task successfully executed.
Denition 1 formally denes forcibility. In our model, we have a set of commit and abort states which
is why we need to dene forcibility to a set of states and not to a single state. From this denition, we can
then identify the set of states that are forcible to the task's commit and abort states. In this denition,
forcible (tk s S ) means that the state s of the task tk is forcible to one of the states in the set S where
S is a subset of the states of the task tk .

Denition 1 Let tk be a task, S

be the set of states of tk, s 2 S and S  S .
Then forcible (tk s S ) is true if and only if
s 2 S or
9 act 8s s (hs act s i 2 tk :transitions and forcible (tk s S )).
From our denition, a state s of a task is forcible to a set of states S does not require that there exist
a sequence of deterministic transitions from state s to one of the states in S . If one of the transitions is
non-deterministic, we require each possible new state of the transition be forcible to S . Suppose task tk
0

0

0

0

0

0

is a transaction that supports the 2PC protocol, then the nite state machine for the task is shown in
gure 7. Notice that the task is forcible to the abort state in every state except the commit state3 and the
task is forcible to its commit state only when the task is in its prepared state. Managing the execution
of a TWF relies on the knowledge of which states of a task are forcible to their commit and abort states.
Denitions 2 and 3 dene the states of a task that are forcible to commit and abort respectively.
Commit

execute
Initial

commit

prepare
Ready

Prepared
abort

prepare
execute | abort

| abort

Abort

Figure 7: State Transition Diagram for a 2PC Tasks

Denition 2 Let tk be a task. Then

forcible commit (tk ) = fs j forcible (tk s tk :commit )g:

3

if the task is compensatable, then the task is also forcible to the abort state from its commit state.
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Denition 3 Let tk be a task. Then
forcible abort (tk ) = fs j forcible (tk s tk :abort )g:

4.2 Transactional Workows

In this section, we model TWFs. The formal description of TWFs is given in gure 8. A TWF is
represented by a name, a set of tasks and a set of illegal states. We do not model the constructs
contingency, alternative, conditional, iteration and their associated tasks explicitly. They are modelled
as tasks in a TWF and in sections 5, we describe how they are represented as a single task. Ordering is
represented by a set of illegal states. We show in section 5 how to map an ordering constraint to a set of
illegal states of a TWF.
A TWF is composed by a set of tasks. Thus, the state of a TWF is the set of states of the tasks in
the TWF. This is represented as a set of task name and task state pairs. For example, a state of the
TWF comprising tasks tk1 tk2
tkn is initially
<

:::

f< tk1

Initial >

>

<

tk2 Initial >

:::

<

tkn Initial >g:

That is, each task in the TWF is in its initial state.
A TWF system manages the execution of a TWF from its initial state to one of its termination
(commit or abort) states. The set of illegal states denes a set of constraints on the execution of the
TWF. A TWF is not permitted to enter any of its illegal states during its execution. The illegal states
of a TWF enables the model to represent the constructs such as ordering.

set of <task name t
twf t record
name string
tasks set of task t
illegal set of twf state t
end
twf state t

=

,

task state t >

=

:





:

:





Figure 8: Transactional Workows
A TWF system needs to rst nd an execution of the TWF such that it never enters one of its illegal
states and it always terminates in one of its commit or abort states. If no failures occur, then the TWF
commits. We introduce the notion of safe states to dene correct TWF executions. Informally, a TWF
state is safe if it is guaranteed that the TWF can get to one of its acceptable termination states even if
failures occur. During the execution of a TWF, each intermediate state must be a safe state.
If all the tasks in a TWF are in a state where they are forcible to one of their commit (respectively,
abort) states, then the TWF is forcible to its commit (respectively, abort) state. Also, if one of the tasks
is in a state which is neither forcible to commit or abort, but all the other tasks are both forcible to
commit and abort, then the state is still safe since, if the non-forcible task commits or aborts, we can
still force the other tasks to a state such that the TWF commits or aborts. These are the safe states
of a TWF. In distributed transaction processing, all the sub-transactions of the distributed transaction
are forcible to their abort states at all times up to and including their prepared state. When all the
sub-transactions are in their prepared states, then the distributed transaction is forcible to commit and
abort. However, when one of the sub-transaction commits, the state of the distributed transaction is no
10

longer forcible to abort (we assume here that the sub-transactions are not compensatable) but it is still
forcible to commit and, therefore, a safe state.
Denitions 4, 5 and 6 dene the states of a TWF that are forcible to commit, forcible to abort and
safe states respectively.

Denition 4 Let twf

be a transactional workow and s a state of twf .
Then, s 2 twf forcible commit (twf ) i
8hname state i 2 s 9tk 2 twf :tasks tk :name = name and state 2 forcible commit (tk )
Denition 5 Let twf be a transactional workow and s a state of twf .
Then, s 2 twf forcible abort (twf ) i
8hname state i 2 s 9tk 2 twf :tasks tk :name = name and state 2 forcible abort (tk )
Denition 6 Let twf be a transactional workow and s a state of twf .
Then, s 2 twf safe states (twf ) i
s 2 twf forcible commit (tk ) or
s 2 twf forcible abort (tk ) or
9tk such that tk 2 twf :tasks and < tk :name state >2 s
{ state 62 forcible commit (tk )  forcible abort (tk ) and
{ 8tk tk 6= tk < tk :name state >, state 2 forcible commit (tk ) \ forcible abort (tk ).
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

A transition of a TWF corresponds to a transition of one of the tasks in the TWF. A schedule of a
TWF is a sequence of transitions that takes the TWF from its initial state to one of its commit or abort
states.
A TWF is in its initial state if each task in the TWF is in its initial state. This is dened in denition 7.

Denition 7 Let twf

be a transactional workow. Then,
twf initial state (twf ) = fhtk :name tk :initial ijtk 2 twf :tasks g

The TWF is in a commit state if each task in the TWF is in one of its commit states. Similarly for
abort states of a TWF. If a TWF is composed of two tasks tk1 and tk2, and the commit states of tk1
(respectively, tk2) are c1 , c2 (respectively, c3, c4), then the commit states of the TWF are:

(

fhtk1 :name c1i htk2:name c3 ig fhtk1:name c1 i htk2:name c4ig
fhtk1 :name c2i htk2:name c3 ig fhtk1:name c2 i htk2:name c4ig

)

The abort state of a TWF is when at least one of the tasks is in one of its abort states and the other
tasks are either in one of their abort states or their initial state.
Denitions 8 and 9 dene the set of commit and abort states for a TWF respectively.

Denition 8 Let twf

be a TWF. Then,
twf commit states (twf ) = tk twf tasks fhtk :name state ijstate 2 tk :commit g:
Denition 9 Let twf be a TWF. Then,
twf abort states (twf ) =
tk twf tasks fhtk :name state ijstate 2 tk :abort  ftk :initial gg ; twf initial state (twf ):
2

2

:

:
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A TWF is in an intermediate state if it is not in the initial state, or one of its commit or abort states.
This is dened formally in denition 10.

Denition 10 Let twf

be a transactional workow.
Then, s 2 twf inter states (twf ) i
s 2 tk twf tasks fhtk :name state ijstate 2 States (tk )g
where States (tk ) = ftk :initial g  tk :intermediate  tk :commit  tk :abort and
s 62 ftwf initial state (twf )g  twf commit states (twf )  twf abort states (twf ).
2

:

Using the denition of safe states, denition 12 denes safe schedules. Crucial to the denition are
transitions between two states of a TWF which is given in denition 11.

Denition 11 Let twf

be a transactional workow.
action i s i 2 twf transitions (twf ) i
s and s are states of twf, and
hstate action state i 2 tk :transitions, and
htk :name state i 2 s, and
htk :name state i 2 s , and
8tk such that tk 6= tk, tk 2 twf :tasks, (htk :name state i 2 s , htk :name state i 2 s ):

hs htk :name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

That is, a transition is when one of the tasks in the TWF makes a transition.

Denition 12 Let twf

be a transactional workow.
Then, hs0 act1 s1
actn sn i 2 twf sched (twf ) i
sn 2 twf commit states (twf )  twf abort states (twf ),
s0 = twf initial state (twf ),
8i 0 i < n
{ hsi acti +1 si +1i 2 twf transitions (twf ),
{ si 62 twf :illegal,
{ si 2 twf safe states (twf ),
{ 8s hsi acti +1 s i 2 twf transitions (twf ) s 2 twf safe states (twf ).

The last condition says that all possible states of the TWF following an action must be safe. Thus
the TWF will always be able to terminate in one of its commit or abort states.
A TWF is correct if the TWF system can execute the TWF and guarantee that it will terminate in
one of its commit or abort states, and if no failures occur, that the TWF commits { that is, there exists
a schedule from its initial state to one of its commit states. Correctness is dened in denition 13.

Denition 13 Let twf be a transactional workow. If 9hs0 act1 s1
that sn 2 twf commit states (twf ) then the twf is correct.

12

actn sn i 2 twf sched (twf ) such

4.3 Mapping a Transactional Workow to a Task

To support nesting of TWFs, we need to nd a mapping from a TWF to a task { that is, we need to nd
a single nite state machine to represent the TWF. In this section, we dene this mapping.
The states of the task representing a TWF are the Cartesian product of the states of all the tasks in
the TWF. There may be a large number of states but many of them are unimportant states which we
can later remove. Thus, any implementation of a TWF system need not generate all possible states. The
mapping is dened in denition 14. In section 4.4 we describe how to determine the visible (important)
states of a task and how we can represent a set of states by a single state (merging task states). We use
the notation state to string (respectively, action to string ) to convert a state (respectively, action) of a
TWF to its string representation. These functions are injective.

Denition 14 Let twf

be a transactional workow. We dene the mapping M : twf t ! task t.

M (twf ):name = twf :name
M (twf ):initial = state to string (twf initial state (twf ))
M (twf ):intermediate = fstate to string (s ) j s 2 twf inter states (twf )g
M (twf ):commit = fstate to string (s ) j s 2 twf commit states (twf )g
M (twf ):abort = fstate to string (s ) j s 2 twf abort states (twf )g


to
string
(
s
)
action
to
string
(
act
)
state
to
string
(
s
))
j
(
state

M (twf ):transitions =
9 < s0 act1
s act s actn sn >2 twf sched (twf )
0

0

It is elementary to show that a state in a TWF is forcible to one of its commit states if and only if
the corresponding state in the task representing the TWF is forcible to its commit state. A similar result
holds for forcibility to abort states.

4.4 Visible States and Merging States

We have shown how to represent a TWF as a task (nite state machine). However it is clear that there
may be many states when a TWF is composed of a large number of tasks. What is required is a method
to reduce the number of states of a task. This mapping (task simplication mapping) is applicable to
any task and not just to tasks that represent TWFs.
Some states of a task are useful while others are not useful to a TWF system managing the execution
of the task in some TWF. We say that the useful states are the visible states of a TWF.
A transition consists of an old state, an action, and a new state. The new state of a transition is a
visible state of the task if the new state becomes forcible to commit or forcible to abort. That is, if the old
state is not forcible to commit (respectively, abort), and the new state is forcible to commit (respectively,
abort), then the new state is a visible state.
A TWF system nds these states useful in managing the task's execution in a TWF. In a distributed
transaction, a sub-transaction becomes forcible to commit when it enters its prepare state and we know
the importance of the state, since without it, it is impossible to support distributed transactions. The
initial state, the commit and abort states are also visible states since they are vital to any TWF system.
Denition 15 formally denes visible states.

Denition 15 Let tk be a task and S be a subset of the states of tk.
s 2 visible states (tk S ) i
s 2 ftk :initial g  tk :commit  tk :abort  S or
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9hs 0

{
{

act s i 2 tk :transitions such that either
s 62 forcible commit (tk ) and s 2 forcible commit (tk ) or
s 62 forcible abort (tk ) and s 2 forcible abort (tk ).
0

0

Notice that a task can explicitly specify a set of visible states via S . This enables the model to
represent dependencies between arbitrary states of tasks in a TWF. This is required for the model to
represent data ow between tasks. For example, the ready state in gure 7 is not a visible state. However,
the task may make output available when it reaches this states. Thus, the ready should be a visible state
since a TWF system needs to know when the task has entered the ready state.
A transition exists between the visible states vs and vs of a task if there is a a sequence of actions
which can take the task from state vs to vs .
We can further reduce the number of states by merging some of the states of a task into a single state
{ that is, using a single state to represent a set of states { but we need to rst dene equivalence classes
for task states. Informally, they are:
1. the task's initial state
2. the task's commit states
3. the task's abort states
4. intermediate states that are not forcible to commit and not forcible to abort
5. intermediate states that are not forcible to commit but forcible to abort
6. intermediate states that are forcible to commit but not forcible to abort
7. intermediate states that are forcible to commit and forcible to abort.
Denition 16 formally denes equivalence.
0

0

Denition 16 Let tk be a task and s
fs

s be states of the task tk { that is
0

s g  ftk :initial g  tk :intermediate  tk :commit  tk :abort :
0

Then, s  s i
(s = s = tk :initial ) and
(s 2 tk :commit ) , (s 2 tk :commit ) and
(s 2 tk :abort ) , (s 2 tk :abort ) and
(s 2 forcible commit (tk ) , s 2 forcible commit (tk )) and
(s 2 forcible abort (tk ) , s 2 forcible abort (tk )).
0

0

0

0

0

0

We can then simplify a task further by having a single state to represent the set of state from the same
equivalence class. For example, we can represent all the commit states as a single state and all states
that are forcible to commit and forcible to abort as a single state. A transition exists between a state
sequiv representing one equivalence class of states to another state sequiv representing another equivalence
class of states if there is a transition from each state in sequiv to a state in sequiv .
For nested TWF, a TWF may be a task in a larger TWF. We rst use the mapping M to derive
the task that represents the inner TWF. Then, we nd the visible states of the task and then merge the
states. Thus, the diculty of nding schedules for the larger TWF is reduced.
0

0
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In general, each task is forcible to abort initially and may become forcible to commit during the
execution (intermediate forcible to commit state). Thus, in most cases, each task, even tasks formed
from several levels of nesting, will only contain one or two visible intermediate states. Thus, the notion
of visible states and merging states reduces the complexity of tasks that are formed from several levels
of nesting.

5 Modelling TWF Constructs
In this section, we show how we model the constructs ordering, contingency, alternative, conditional and
iteration.

5.1 Ordering

Ordering constraints are represented by the illegal states of a TWF. If there is an edge from task tk 's
visible state vs to task tk 's visible state vs (see gure 9), then
0

fs j s 2 twf

0

state t htk :name v i 2 s v
0

0

0

>

vs htk :name v i 2 s v < vs g
0

is the set of illegal states that represent the ordering constraint. Recall that the task's states and
transitions form a directed acyclic graph and dene a partial order. Thus, v vs and v vs are well
dened.
0

<

task: tk

vs

vs’

>

0

task: tk’

Figure 9: Ordering Constraint
For example, an ordering which species a task tki must commit before tkj starts in a TWF composed
of tasks htk1 tk2
tki
tkj
tkn i is represented by the following set of illegal states:
:::



:::

:::

s j s 2 twf state t htkj :name v i 2 s v > tkj :initial
htk :name v i 2 s v < Com State 2 tki :commit
0

0



If a TWF, in its execution, does not enter one of these (illegal) states, then we know that the ordering
constraints have been satised.

5.2 Contingency and Alternatives

A contingency plan is composed of two tasks while an alternative is composed of an arbitrary number of
tasks. We take advantage of nesting by representing a contingency plan and an alternative as a single
task. In fact, a contingency plan and alternative are special TWFs. The commit states of a TWF are
where each task in the TWF is in one of its commit states. As introduced earlier, a contingency plan is
composed of a main task and a contingency task. The contingency plan is in the commit state if either
the main task or the contingency task is in one of its commit states. An illegal state of the contingency
is when the main task is not in its abort state but the contingency is in its commit state { that is, the
contingency can not be executed without trying to commit the main task.
An alternative is composed of an arbitrary number of tasks. Its commit state is the set of states where
exactly one of the tasks is in one of its commit states. The other tasks are either in their initial state or
in one of their abort states. Unlike a contingency, there are no further constraints.
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The remaining steps to map a contingency and alternative to a task are similar to mapping a TWF
to a task. Representing contingencies and alternative require that a task has multiple commit states.
Mapping contingencies and alternatives uses the features that tasks have multiple commit and abort
states. If tasks were restricted to one commit state and one abort state, it would still be possible to map
a contingency and a alternative to a task but the mapping would be more complex.

5.3 Conditionals

A conditional is composed of a condition and two tasks which we represent as a single task. Conditionals
introduce non-determinism since the condition can only be evaluated at run-time to determine which task
will be executed. Therefore, when a TWF system schedules a conditional, it needs to take a pessimistic
view. For example, if one of the tasks contains a forcible to commit state (e.g. a prepared state) and the
other does not, then the TWF system can not depend on the existence of such a state. However, if both
tasks of the conditional contain a forcible to commit state then the task representing the conditional will
contain a state that is forcible to its commit state.
If the two tasks of a conditional both contain an intermediate state that is in the same equivalence
class, then the conditional task has an intermediate state which represents the two states and the state
is in the same equivalence class. The commit (respectively, abort) state represents the states when one
of the tasks is in the commit (respectively, abort) state while the other is in the initial state. Finally, a
transition between two states of a conditional task exists if there is a sequence of action which takes one
of the two tasks in the conditional from one state to the other.

5.4 Iteration

Iterations contain a condition and a task. They are a more general structure than conditionals since a
conditional can be expressed using an iteration.
We model the iteration as a single task. An iteration species that while a condition is satised, the
task be repeatedly executed. There are two cases. If the task in the iteration does not contain a prepare
state (a forcible to commit state just before the commit state) then the task representing the iteration
contains three states. They are an initial state, a commit state and a abort state. Otherwise, if the task
in the iteration does support a prepare state, then there are four states in the task which represents the
iteration. They are an initial state, a prepare state, a commit state and an abort state. If the task in
the iteration is forcible to one of its commit states from its initial state, then the iteration task is forcible
from its initial state to its commit state. Also, the iteration task is compensatable if the task within the
iteration is compensatable.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a model for TWFs that are composed of a set of tasks. The model can represent
ordering, contingencies, alternatives, iterations and conditionals. Using this model, a TWF system can
extract the properties { forcibility and compensatability { of the task and reason about the TWF to
determine its correctness and nd a schedule such that the TWF is guaranteed to terminate in one of
its commit or abort states even if failures occur during the execution. We are currently implementing a
prototype based on the model presented in this paper. The prototype will be able to map a TWF to a
task and simplify a task's nite state machine by deriving the visible states and merging states of tasks.
Furthermore, it will be able to map the TWF constructs { ordering, contingency, alternative, conditional
and iteration { to the model. In the future, we will be using the model to derive necessary and sucient
conditions for correct schedules. The results will reduce the diculty of determining the correctness of a
TWF and nding schedules.
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Also, the model currently only deals with the management of failures for TWFs. We are now extending
this model so that a TWF system can manage concurrent executions of TWFs.
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